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Class Syllabus: Basic Consecutive Interpretation (II): C to E 

Second Semester, 2007 � 08 

基礎逐步口譯（二）：中譯英 

 

Albert L. Chang 張 梵 

Tel: 2706-4949 Mobile: 0931 070 902 

albchang@seed.net.tw 

Class Objectives 

The students will have the opportunity to: 

1. Become acquainted with the consecutive interpretation process and develop the required 

basic knowledge, skills, and techniques  

2. Learn to differentiate concrete information in the source text from the �padding� 

3. Understand the guidelines in note-taking and determine, on their own, which note-taking 

methods is best suited for them 

4. Learn how to balance listening with note-taking, read back from the notes, and present the 

information orally 

5. Develop a more rapid bilingual response and automate some transfer patterns  

6. Develop public speaking skills (eye contact, voice, interaction with audience) 

Class Format 

Speeches from actual conferences will be used. Students� performance will be recorded for 

further review and analysis. 

Assignments 

Each student will be required to transcribe his (her) interpretation during class for review and 

analysis. The transcript should be submitted at least two days before the next class. 

In addition, students are requested to practice individually or in groups outside of class. 

Students should record their practice sessions and learn how to evaluate their performance. The 

students will also be requested to submit their practice tapes, together with the source language 

speech, for evaluation. 
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Grading  

Grades will be based on the following: 

1. Attendance 

2. Class performance and participation 

3. Improvement 

4. Assignments and tests 
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